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MLB Insider Scout Edition: The Foundation of a $9B Industry  

Have you ever been to a baseball game and noticed packs of collared-shirted men 

entering the ballpark three hours before everyone else? Well, these are the people 

who discover the talent, hard work, and dedication that may transform amateur 

baseball players into professionals.  What do baseball scouts look for in amateur 

players? What turns them to prospects? If a player wants to know what it takes to 

get drafted and the details that factor into selection, they must understand first 

what scouts are looking for. The answer is “far more than it seems.”  

 

Milwaukie Brewers Zachary Friedman is a 23-year-old associate scout with 

experience playing, coaching, and scouting under his belt. He assists the area 

scout in evaluating high school, junior college, and four-year college players in 

the Pacific Northwest.  

 

Associate scouts are normally commissioned or independent contractors for 

teams while area scouts, regional cross checkers, national cross checkers, and 

directors are salary-based employees. An area scout’s objective is to know the 

area better than any other scout. Area scouts advise cross checkers on which 

games are more important within their area. This makes their job primarily free 

lance with some guidance on important prospects. Entering his fourth year of 

associate scouting for the Brewers, Friedman shared his perspective on life as a 

professional baseball scout.  



 

We spoke a lot about the mechanics of baseball and the scouting selection 

process, but what stuck with me the most was this: “Everyone, including a 

baseball player, is human. As a scout, you cannot scout the ‘stat line,’ the 

numeral or statistical value of a player. Scouts looking for the whole package 

are searching for far more than pure talent to have what it takes to make it.” 

 

Friedman shed light on what he believes are the top aspects when scouting and 

they have a lot more to do with overall ability and potential vs. pure statistics. 

Present tools, projection of tools and overall athleticism are basics that scouts 

examine during their selection process.  

1. Present Tools. Friedman mentioned to be that present tools are what 

you see on the field today. With hitters and pitchers, there are different 

things. He asks “Is the hitter able to recognize the pitches out of the 

pitchers hand? Does he keep his weight centered to and through the point 

of contact? I like pitchers that have some combination of movement, 

command, and control of his fastball. Does he have a swing and miss 

pitch? Is he afraid to work one side of the plate versus the other? Is he 

afraid to attack hitters?”   

Present tools have a lot to do with knowledge of the game and passion for 

playing it. Nevertheless, if a player has a real shot in making it to the draft, the 

future value (what scouts predict the player will be worth in the future) is just 

as crucial.  



2. Projection of Tools are what you can picture the player becoming in the 

future. For this very reason, scouts attend several different viewings of 

players before determining their caliber. Friedman likes to see players 

with consistency, a “balance of safety and upside potential. I want a 

player that I have seen perform well against good competition. For a 

pitcher, it’s not all about the radar gun. For a hitter, it’s not all about bat 

speed. It’s about movement, comment and control. I need to see 

confidence in them that they will continue to grow and perform at or 

above the ability that I place them.”  

3. Athleticism. During our conversation, this is one of the first things that 

Friedman mentioned when looking at a potential prospect.  From a purely 

baseball standpoint, I understood this as speed, power, fast-twitch 

instincts and reactions, and other qualities that often come from genetics 

more than anything else. That is not to say that athletes cannot improve. 

In fact, Friedman believes that “Everyone can get stronger and faster 

through time. However, baseball is a tough industry. Small advantages 

have a tremendous impact on their overall career.”  

 

Teams evaluate roughly 1,200 players drafted each year. With 40 rounds and 30 

teams participating in the draft, not all those players sign with a Major League 

team, according to Friedman.  

 

Whether you are an athlete, future scout or just interested in educating yourself 

about baseball, I hope you find this information as useful as I did. Baseball, like 



many other things, is a team sport. The team works together in terms of scouting, 

playing and viewing in order to have the best chance of success in this industry.  

   

	


